
Question 1:  In a quotable nutshell where is the gap in the market for this 
service and how did you see it?

Nutshell version:  

A simple premise; clients, especially those venturing beyond the borders of South 
Africa, are looking for reliable market knowledge, experience, expert marketing input 
and advice. Not just some ads. 

A simple solution; best of breed marketing services, fully integrated with on the 
ground knowledge, expertise and support in 52 African countries.

Expanded version: 

Having concluded the ‘dream deal’ in which WPP acquired a minority equity stake 
in The Jupiter Drawing Room agencies, I became acquainted with the heads of a 
number of different companies in the WPP firmament. I was immensely impressed 
with the caliber and range of disciplines Sir Martin Sorrell had brought into the WPP 
group. In conversations with the heads of those companies we saw a real opportunity 
for a new type of collaborative model.

It struck me how we tend to focus on our own disciplines, yet there is so much value 
to be extracted when you put the heads of a range of marketing services companies 
together around the table and task them with finding innovative solutions to a client’s 
marketing challenges. 

There’s been a lot of focus on integrating the advertising disciplines, but considerably 
less attention has been devoted to integrating the marketing disciplines. 

The Cradle’s best-of-breed marketing services extend from consumer insight to 
strategic insight, from media management to public relations, from branding, design 
and advertising (with a strong focus on mobile) to activations and shopper marketing.

Or as we like to say… an integrated range of marketing services that extend from 
conception to consumption.



Question 2:  This surely says something about the paucity of high levels skills 
in the brand business and the failure of many mainstream agencies to operate 
successfully. Or not?   

South Africa boasts some truly world class agencies, but one has to ask, does the 
world really need any more stand alone advertising agencies, or any more stand 
alone digital agencies?  It’s crying out for disciplines to interact, collaborate and 
engage with each other in a more meaningful way.  To render obsolete the silo 
mentality which still pervades many client and agency organizations. 

 
Question 3: How have you/will you market this to marketers?  

As part of its promotional campaign, The Cradle is running a full page ad in the press 
this Saturday (9th May), with the headline “Confessions of an ad man who no longer 
believes in advertising”. Hopefully, the irony will not be  lost on readers, that we’re 
actually running an ad to communicate an apparently anti-advertising headline.  The 
point the ad makes is that advertising, whilst still potent, can no longer be regarded 
as the silver bullet it once was.  You’ll be hard pressed to find a more devoted ad 
man than yours truly, but if we are to evolve to the next level, there is an inescapable 
reality; we have to believe in and champion the seamless integration of marketing, not 
just advertising disciplines. It’s what one could term a ‘higher form of integration’.

Website www.cradlepartnership.com 

Question 4: What then is the business model – how do you charge clients and 
how will the component partners be remunerated? 

Clients can engage The Cradle partners centrally through The Cradle, or engage The 
Cradle and contract separately with each Cradle partner involved in the project.

A pricing structure is worked out once the scope of the project is understood. As 
each project is bespoke, there is no one size fits all pricing model.

We intend for the client to be satisfied that the value created by using The Cradle 
model far exceeds the cost of doing so.
   
The important point to make is that a comprehensive knowledge of each partner’s 
capabilities is centralized. There is no predetermined agenda as to which marketing 
partners solution takes precedence.  Recommendations are shared with the 
client and agreed. The fact that the partners offer complementary, as opposed to 
conflicting, services is important. 



Each Cradle partner continues to own and run its own business.  As all The Cradle 
partners are successful businesses in their own right, there’s certainly no pressure to 
take every assignment that comes along. 

The clients and projects will be selected based on where we believe we can add the 
most value and enjoy the most productive relationship. 

Question 5. How did you select them? 

All seven of the founding partners expressed a genuine desire to work together and 
participate in The Cradle model.  The partner companies are considered best of 
breed in their disciplines and all offer complementary services. 

We have collectively spent the last 18 months crafting the working model. 

NB. We have seven founding partners in The Cradle, but that does not prevent us 
from seconding other WPP partner companies into the Cradle, as the client’s needs 
dictate.

Question 6: How does the agency-collective leadership work internally and 
externally in terms of running the client?  

The Cradle is staffed with a co-ordination team and (very importantly) strategic and 
creative integration officers, assigned to every project.

The prospective client approaches The Cradle.  The Cradle assesses the project 
scope and requirements in consultation with The Cradle partners. 

It is essential that every Cradle partner involved in the project has exposure to the 
client to gain first hand insight into the business challenge.  This is centrally co-
ordinated through The Cradle.

The Cradle’s the glue that brings the offerings together with senior strategic and 
creative officers playing a crucial role in the integration process.

The real beauty of the Cradle model is what happens when The Cradle and its 
partners work together behind the scenes.  You will have in a room disciplines that 
may not normally interact directly, now sitting around the same table.

Question 7: What happens if I don’t want the full panjandrum – how is the 
relationship constructed with a client?   

It’s a bespoke service, tailored to suit the client.  



Ultimately, it will be the client’s choice as to which Cradle partners are appointed. 
Some assignments may require all of the partner’s services, some not.  If a client has 
an existing relationship with a company that covers one of the disciplines offered by 
The Cradle, we respect that.  But, if we believe it will unduly inhibit the ability to do 
the best job, we reserve the right to stand down.

Question 8.  How have you sold this idea to marketers? 

I think every marketer today is acutely aware of the challenges the industry faces. 
It is highly competitive and has become highly complex, especially with the massive 
impact technology is having on how we find, reach and engage our audiences. 

Every rand has to be made to work harder and part of achieving that goal is by 
integrating the marketing effort.  This doesn’t simply involve appointing specialists 
in each of the marketing disciplines but having these specialists talking and working 
together, by choice not by command, in a mature, mutually respectful manner. 

Question 9:  Is The Cradle Partnership competing with or complementary to 
other agencies working on any given business?    

The Cradle serves the client. As always, it is for the client to decide on the 
communications and marketing partners it chooses to engage. 
  
Question 10:  You remain founder and chairman of The Jupiter Drawing Room, 
is this business competing with or complementing the group?  

I see it as an entrepreneurial evolution of what already exists, Jeremy. The Cradle is 
intended to be a new model that leverages the talents of our group companies and 
our partners.  Jupiter (currently SA’s joint Agency of the Decade) has assembled an 
admirable set of advertising disciplines under one roof (our Jhb office recently won 
the inaugural Digital Innovation Grand Prix at the Midas Awards in New York. Our 
Cape Town office was twice been voted Design Agency of The Year in South Africa, 
which is unprecedented for a ‘traditional’ agency). The Cradle goes one step further 
and integrates marketing disciplines, some of which have never sat at the same table 
as advertising agencies before.

Question 11: Is there any equity held by TJDR/WPP?
  
Equity ownership is held by The Lionheart Brand Holding Company, owners of The 
Jupiter Drawing Room, and a number of other brands. WPP has a minority stake in 
Lionheart.



Question 12:  You’ve won your first piece of business – who and what is the 
scope?

I’d prefer not to disclose until we have the contract signed. 

We have had a number of approaches and are in discussions with other prospective 
clients too.

The first client we’re signing up is excited by access to the considerable range of 
experience and talent that will be focused on developing innovative solutions for his 
marketing challenges.

Question 13: I presume this has global potential?

 You presume correctly Jeremiah 

The list of founding partners of The Cradle is accessible on the Cradle website www.
cradlepartnership.com

 

 
 

 

 
 
 

 
 

 

  


